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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Eide Bailly LLP (hereinafter referred to as “we,” “our,” or “us”) conducted a forensic consulting 

examination on behalf of Adams County, Colorado Clerk & Recorder’s office (“Adams County”) 

regarding the misplaced/delayed 2018 general election ballots.  

 

Based on our examination, it appears a breakdown in communication between the employees of 

vendors involved in the delivery of Adams County 2018 general election ballots resulted in a 

delayed delivery of approximately 61,000 ballots.  

 

As a byproduct of internal investigations conducted by Adams County staff and K&H Integrated 

Print Solutions (“K&H”), Adams County has reviewed and updated procedures, where necessary, 

to mitigate the risk of delayed ballots affecting future elections.  

 

Certain names and related information have been included within this report and 

accompanying workpapers without being redacted for reporting purposes. Adams County 

should consider redacting this information as deemed necessary prior to any disclosure to third 

parties. 

 

The services provided in this matter adhere to the applicable American Institute of Certified 

Public Accountants’ Statement on Standards for Consulting Services and the applicable Certified 

Fraud Examiner Code of Professional Standards established by the Association of Certified Fraud 

Examiners. 
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INFORMATION CONSIDERED 
We performed the following procedures during the engagement: 

 

DOCUMENTS EXAMINED: 
 K&H Root Cause Analysis Report for Adams County, Colorado dated 10.23.2018 (Bates 

01-41). 

 Colorado Department of State, Adams County mail ballots letter dated 10.24.2018 (Bates 

42-43). 

 Various email exchanges, 2018 Adams County general election polling information. 

 Photos of shipment 981-911092 after being opened upon its arrival at the US Postal 

facility for second delivery attempt (Bates 44-45). 

 

DISCUSSIONS WITH: 
 Amos, Erin – Adams County Ballot Processing Manager. 

 Bucks, Shannon – Adams County Voter Records Manager. 

 Coburn, Christi – Adams County Chief Deputy Clerk & Recorder, Elections. 

 Etzler, Rick – XPO Logistics, Service Center Manager 

 Haines, David – K&H Integrated Print Solutions, Senior VP, CTO. 

 Jackson, Julie – Adams County Communications Specialist. 

 Moorhouse, Brad – K&H Integrated Print Solutions, Senior Operations Manager. 

 Rupert, David – United States Postal Service, Colorado Public Information Officer. 

 Thornton, Caleb – Colorado Secretary of State, Legal Unit Manager. 
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BACKGROUND 
We were engaged by Adams County on March 4, 2019 to conduct a forensic consulting 

examination of the occurrences related to approximately 61,000 misplaced/delayed mail-in 

ballots for the 2018 general election.  

 

In October 2018, Adams County worked with K&H in the State of Washington to draft, address, 

print, and ship the mail-in ballots for the county general election. The agreement between Adams 

County and K&H required the ballots to be delivered to a US Postal Service facility in Henderson, 

Colorado on Monday, October 15, 2018. According to the information examined, 4 semi-tractor 

trailers were used to transport the complete order of ballots from the K&H facility to Colorado. 

All 4 trailers were taken to the US Postal facility on October 15, 2018. However, only 3 of the 

trucks were accepted for delivery. Later on the same day, the rejected shipment was shuttled 

back to the XPO Logistics (“XPO“) shipping facility in Henderson and secured. 

 

On the morning of Monday, October 22, 2018, Adams County staff identified approximately 

61,000 ballots had never been processed for mailing and research began to determine what had 

caused the delay. Adams County staff contacted the US Postal facility and made their concerns 

known. The postal service searched the US Postal facility in Henderson, Colorado for the ballots, 

but none were located. This information was relayed to Adams County who then contacted K&H 

about the issue. K&H then agreed to conduct research to determine the disposition of the 

misplaced/delayed ballots. K&H determined the trailer containing the misplaced/delayed ballots 

was located at the XPO facility in Henderson. This information was provided to Adams County 

staff. 

 

Former Adams County, Clerk & Recorder, Stan Martin (“Martin”) then contacted XPO to confirm 

the trailer in question was still there. Arrangements were then made to have the shipment 

returned to the US Postal facility. Martin and Amos then met the shipment at the postal facility.  
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Once the seal on the trailer was broken and the trailer door was opened, Martin took photos of 

the shipping pallets containing the misplaced/delayed ballots. These photos show the pallets 

were shrink wrapped and secured in the trailer (Bates 44-45). All the ballots were then unloaded 

and placed into the mailing process. 

 

Adams County initiated a comprehensive review to gain a better understanding of what had 

occurred to cause the ballots to be delayed. We were engaged as a component of Adams 

County’s review process. 
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TIMELINE OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS - LOGISTICS 
We created the following graphical timeline of significant events related to the delayed/misplaced mail-in ballots was created based on 

our conversations and review of records produced to date. 
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RECAP OF DISCUSSIONS 
We had several conversations with Adams County, XPO, US Postal, and Colorado Secretary of 

State personnel. The following sections recap relevant details from our discussions with these 

individuals. 

 

Discussion with Erin Amos 

On March 14, 2019, we met with Amos in her office at the Adams County complex in Brighton, 

Colorado. The purpose of this meeting was to discuss the 2018 election and what had transpired 

regarding the misplaced/delayed ballots. The following is a summary of our conversation: 

 

 Amos is the Ballot Processing Manager for Adams County and has held this position for 2 

years. However, she has worked in the election ballot area for over 10 years prior to 

accepting the position with Adams County. 

 Amos’ job duties include several aspects regarding election ballots. Those aspects being: 

o She assists with designing the ballot. 

o She assists with proofing the ballot design for proper layout. 

o She provides the printer with updated voter names and mailing addresses. 

o She travels to the printer to check random ballots packages during printing for 

proper layout. 

 Amos was onsite at K&H October 3, 2018 through October 4, 2018 to 

witness the production and assembly of the Adams County ballots. 

 She pulled approximately 100 ballot packets for proofing and found no 

issues. 

o Amos uses an electronic ballot tracking software to review the number of ballots 

being scanned/mailed daily. 
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 On October 11, 2018 at 9:16 am MST, Amos received an email from K&H documenting a 

delivery appointment time for Adams County ballots with the US Postal facility. 

o Appointment number: 123533661. 

o Time: 9:00 am MST. 

o Date: October 15, 2018. 

 On October 15, 2018 at 10:39 am MST, Amos received an email from K&H documenting 

all election mail had been delivered to the postal facility.  

 During the week of October 15, 2018, Amos reviewed mailing information on a regular 

basis. Towards the end of the week, Amos said she had noticed a number of ballots, 

approximately 61,000, had not yet been scanned/mailed. 

 On the evening of October 19, 2018, Amos reviewed the ballot tracking system and saw 

the number of un-scanned/mailed ballots staying consistent. 

 On the morning of October 22, 2018, Amos checked the ballot tracking system and found 

the un-scanned/mailed ballots had still not been processed. The following actions were 

taken the same day: 

o Amos contacted K&H to inquire if they had been informed of any issue. Amos was 

informed they had a delivery notice and would try to determine what happened. 

o Amos then contacted Donna Walker (“Walker”), US Postal Election Coordinator 

for Colorado, and explained the situation. Walker said she would have the postal 

facility check for the ballots. 

o At this point, Amos also informed Martin of the situation and he began to research 

what may have taken place. 

o Later in the day, Amos was informed by Walker that the ballots were not located 

at the postal facility. 

o Martin then contacted XPO and requested they check their facility for the ballots. 

When this was done, the trailer containing the ballots was located at the facility 

and was still locked and a new seal had been placed on the trailer upon its return 
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from the postal facility. Amos and Martin then began having discussions about 

getting the trailer returned to the postal facility. 

o Amos then spoke with Walker again and was told no shipping paperwork had been 

provided at the time of delivery and that was the reason for the delivery refusal. 

o Once a delivery time was determined, Amos and Martin, went to the postal facility 

to witness the delivery. When the truck arrived, Martin took some photos of the 

shipping pallets. Amos agreed to share these photos with us. 

o Amos and Martin then witnessed the ballots being unloaded and moved into the 

postal facility for processing. 

 Upon our review of these photos, it appears the shrink wrap around the pallets is intact 

with a white and green neon “ballots only” sign attached. 

 When asked if she could pinpoint any major difference on how the ballots were handled 

this election cycle compared to previous ones, Amos said in previous ballot deliveries, 

Adams County staff had been allowed on the loading dock. However, this time, they were 

informed US Postal would no longer permit non-employees on the loading dock for safety 

purposes. She also added that policy has been changed for all future ballot deliveries as 

Adams County staff will be present at the time of ballot delivery. 

 Amos also added that K&H has added additional review procedures to their delivery 

protocol to mitigate ballot delivery issues in the future. 

 

Discussion with Shannon Bucks 

On March 15, 2019, we met with Shannon Bucks (“Bucks”) in her office at the Adams County 

complex in Brighton, Colorado. This meeting was held to discuss the 2018 election and what had 

transpired regarding the misplaced/delayed ballots. The following is a summary of our 

conversation: 

 

 Bucks is the Voter Records Manager for Adams County and has held this position since 

2015. 
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 During election years, Bucks is responsible for opening and maintaining election call 

centers for Adams County voters to call for voting assistance. 

 Bucks noticed more incoming calls than in previous elections regarding ballots not being 

received. 

 Bucks said she spoke with Amos and learned the matter was already being investigated. 

 Bucks knows Amos can track ballots electronically and is in continuous contact with the 

printing vendor. 

 After a series of searches, the ballots were located in a secured lot at XPO. 

 Once located, Amos and Martin went to the postal facility to witness the delivery.  

 Bucks said she was shown some photographs taken by Martin while at the postal facility, 

of the ballots while they were still inside the trailer. Bucks also believes Amos has copies 

of these photos. 

Bucks does not believe the delay in the delivery of the ballots caused any changes in voter 

turnout and has not been contacted by any voter who was concerned their vote had not 

been counted.   

 

Discussion with Christi Coburn 

On March 15, 2019, we met with Christi Coburn (“Coburn”) in her office at the Adams County 

complex in Brighton, Colorado. This meeting was held to discuss the 2018 election and what had 

transpired regarding the misplaced/delayed ballots. The following is a summary of our 

conversation: 

 

 Coburn is the Chief Deputy Clerk & Recorder for the elections department for Adams 

County and has held this position since 2015. 

 She also served as the Elections Administrator for the 2018 election. 

 Coburn supervises Amos and Bucks.  
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 Coburn said Amos was responsible for working with the printing vendor to get mail in 

ballots printed and shipped to a postal facility in Colorado. 

 She knew Amos had the ability to track the mailing of the ballots and that the printing 

vendor had the ability to track their shipments via GPS. 

 During the week of October 15, 2018, Coburn was aware of more incoming calls from 

county voters about non-delivered ballots. 

 On October 22, 2018, it became obvious a large number of ballots for a specific area of 

the county had not been scanned/mailed and Amos began researching what had 

transpired. 

 When this information became common knowledge, Martin took the lead in press 

releases and contact with media. 

 Coburn learned the search conducted by Amos had located the trailer containing the 

ballots, which had been in a secure lot of XPO and arrangements were being made to 

have the trailer returned to the postal facility. 

 When the trailer was returned to the postal facility, Coburn said Amos and Martin went 

there to witness the delivery. 

 When Amos and Martin returned, Coburn learned the trailer was secured and all shipping 

pallets appeared untouched. It was also reported the postal delivery person who 

originally refused the shipment claimed the shipping paperwork was not present at the 

time of delivery. 

 Coburn said additional procedures had been put into place to minimize the chances of an 

incident like this occurring in the future. 

 When asked about the election turnout, Coburn said she had no information the election 

turnout had been affected. She also said Amos would be able to research those results. 

 Coburn was also convinced Adams County staff had done everything they could to resolve 

this matter as quickly as possible.  
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Discussion with Julie Jackson 

On March 21, 2019, we spoke on the telephone with Julie Jackson (“Jackson”) to discuss the 2018 

election and what had transpired regarding the misplaced/delayed ballots. The following is a 

summary of our conversation: 

 

 Jackson is a Communication Specialist for Adams County and has been in her current 

position since January 2019 due to a consolidation of county departments. 

 Jackson worked with the election department during the 2018 election. 

 During the week of October 15, 2018, a number of calls were coming into Adams County 

regarding non-delivered ballots. Jackson said that was not unusual due to mailing 

differences. 

 Once it was determined ballots had apparently been misplaced/delayed, press releases 

were formatted and provided to news outlets as well as included via links in emails sent 

to individuals whom had registered their email address with Adams County. 

 Jackson said she knew Amos was in continuous contact with Adams County’s K&H 

contact, Melissa Alexander (“Alexander”), as well as Adams County’s postal liaison, 

Walker 

 The misplaced/delayed ballots were located the morning of Tuesday, October 23, 2018 in 

a secured lot of XPO. The same day, arrangements were made to have them returned to 

the postal facility used by Adams County. 

 Jackson said Amos and Martin went to the postal facility to witness the delivery and 

confirm the security of the ballots. It was her understanding the trailer was still sealed 

and the shipping paperwork was attached to a pallet inside the trailer when it was 

opened. 

 Jackson mentioned additional procedures had been put into place by Adams County as 

well as by K&H to minimize the risk of delayed ballots in the future. 
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 Jackson believes Adams County staff worked diligently to resolve this matter when it 

came to light. Jackson believes the procedures in place at the time worked correctly since 

the delayed ballots were identified and located in a short period of time. 

 
Discussion with David Rupert 

On March 22, 2019, we spoke on the telephone with David Rupert (“Rupert”) to discuss the 

2018 election and what had transpired regarding the misplaced/delayed ballots. The following 

is a summary of our conversation. 

 

 Rupert is the public information officer for the US Postal Service and was aware of the 

matter surrounding the ballots. 

 Rupert said the postal staff had rejected the trailer at the postal facility because shipping 

paperwork was not provided by the driver. We informed Rupert that we had been told 

shipping paperwork for each of the 4 trailers containing the ballots, had been attached to 

each shipment in the same manner by US Postal employees in Washington when the 

trailers were loaded and inspected. This would include the 3 trailers which were accepted 

for delivery. Rupert said it was the driver’s responsibility to provide the paperwork upon 

delivery. 

 We also informed Rupert we had been provided with a copy of the paperwork showing 

the postal employees name who had refused delivery of the shipment in question. 

 Rupert was asked if we would be able to speak with this employee. Rupert said he was 

not at liberty to allow the employee to be interviewed. 

 As the conversation was being concluded, we informed Rupert that we had been told the 

US Postal Inspector Service had conducted an internal review of what had taken place 

during delivery of the Adams County ballots. We requested a copy of the report. Rupert 

said he was not at liberty to provide us copy of the report. 
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Discussion with Caleb Thornton 

On March 26, 2019, we spoke on the telephone with Caleb Thornton (“Thornton”) to discuss 

the 2018 election and what had transpired regarding the misplaced/delayed ballots. The 

following is a summary of our conversation. 

 

 Thornton is the Legal Unit Manager with the Colorado Secretary of State and serves as 

the main liaison between the Colorado Secretary of State’s Office and the US Postal 

Service regarding election ballots. 

 During the election process, Thornton keeps an eye on mailing process for all mail-in 

ballots. He is tasked with making sure any issue is handled quickly. 

 During the time mail-in ballots are being delivered, Thornton said it was not unusual for 

his office to be called about non-delivered ballots. Due to the number of ballots, it can 

take a few days for all ballots to be mailed. 

 Most large counties use the same US Postal facility in Henderson, Colorado for ballot 

processing. 

 On Friday, October 19, 2018, Thornton spoke with his contact at the postal facility about 

potentially misplaced ballots. The postal facility was checked, and no ballots were found. 

 On Monday, October 22, 2018, Thornton spoke with Amos and learned the missing ballots 

were all for 1 area of Adams County. 

 Thornton said he knew the postal facility was contacted again and a complete search of 

the facility was conducted. 

 Once this search was completed, he knew Amos contacted K&H about the ballots. 

However, Thornton is unaware of all investigative activities undertaken by Adams County 

or K&H staff to locate the ballots. 

 Thornton learned the trailer had been located at the XPO’s facility and was being moved 

to the mail facility. 
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 Thornton arrived at the mail facility sometime between 3 and 4 pm MST to witness the 

delivery of the ballots. 

 When the trailer arrived, Thornton saw the trailer was still sealed. Once there, the trailer’s 

seal was broken, and the trailer was opened. He then saw that all shipping pallets were 

shrink wrapped and did not appear to be disturbed or tampered with. 

 All ballots were unloaded and given priority treatment for mailing. 

 Thornton said he has always been told the postal service would never reject a shipment 

of pallets. However, the postal service did reject the shipment in this case and the reason 

for the rejection is unclear. 

 Thornton said all ballots were then delivered to voters 2 weeks prior to the election night 

deadline. 

 

Discussion with Rick Etzler 

On April 11, 2018, we met with Rick Etzler (“Etzler”) at the XPO Logistics center in Henderson, 

Colorado to discuss the 2018 election and what had transpired regarding the 

misplaced/delayed ballots. The following is a summary of our conversation. 

 

 Etzler is XPO’s Service Center Manager. 

 Etzler said he was contacted by K&H when it was determined the missing/delayed ballots 

were still at the XPO facility. 

 We asked Etzler if he had spoken with the driver who was present when order 981-911092 

was refused and he said he had spoken with the driver. We then asked Etzler to explain 

what he had been told about the delivery. 

 Etzler said all 4 trailers containing the shipments for Adams County were taken to the 

postal facility at one time. 

 Once at postal, the drivers were asked to place their trailers in a holding area commonly 

called a “hostel”. 
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 One driver was asked to stay and shuttle the trailers from the yard to the loading dock. 

 Etzler said the driver who drove 981-911092 to the postal facility was not the driver who 

was moving the trailers back and forth. 

 When discussing the delivery refusal, Etzler said the driver did not mention any 

differences in the trailers between the accepted shipments and the refused shipment. 

 He added the driver mentioned he did not believe the postal employee who refused the 

shipment had the authority to do so without a supervisor’s approval. 

 The driver then requested assistance to shuttle all 4 trailers back to the XPO facility. 

 Etzler said the trailer was then parked and secured in the XPO’s facility. Once at the 

facility, Etzler said it was policy for the on duty XPO dispatcher to make note of the trailer 

being returned to the facility. 

 He was sure no one had opened or entered the trailer until it was returned to the postal 

facility. 

 When asked if this type of incident had ever occurred before, Etzler said he was unaware 

of any incident involving K&H shipments in the past. 

 He added that additional procedures had been put into place to hopefully keep this type 

of incident from recurring in the future.  

 Etzler will now be called immediately when any K&H shipment is refused at delivery 

whether it’s at postal facilities or anywhere else. 

 We asked Etzler to have the driver who was present at the time of refusal contact us and 

he agreed to ask him to do so. As of the date of this report, we have not been contacted 

by the driver.    
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REVIEW OF THE K&H ROOT CAUSE REPORT 
After speaking with Haines on March 18, 2018, I was provided a copy of the “Root Cause Analysis” 

completed by K&H dated October 23, 2018. The report details the steps taken by K&H to identify 

the time line of the Adams County misplaced/delayed ballots from printing to delivery at the 

postal facility. 

 

The report identifies the shipping numbers of each tractor and trailer transporting the election 

ballots, the date each left the K&H facility, the date and time each vehicle arrived at the XPO 

facility, and the scheduled delivery time at the postal facility. The shipping number for the 

tractor/trailer in question is 981-911092. The following is the timeline for shipping number 981-

911092: 

 

 Shipped from K&H on October 9, 2018. 

 Arrived at XPO Denver on October 11, 2018 at 2:58 am MST. 

 Scheduled for delivery to postal facility on October 15, 2018, appointment no. 

123533661. 

 K&H received an email dated October 15, 2018 at 12:24 pm from K&H confirming all 4 

tractor/trailers had been delivered. 

 Received information on October 23, 2018 from XPO, 981-911092 had been located in 

the XPO holding yard in Colorado. 

 Provided a copy of the Consignee report for 981-911092 showing the shipment had been 

refused on October 15, 2018 at 3:00 pm MST. The report was signed both the XPO driver 

and a postal employee. 

 No detail was given on the Consignee report for the reason the shipment was refused. 

 K&H contends it was never informed by XPO of any delivery issues and provided a copy 

of the Standard Operating Procedure (“SOP”) to be followed by XPO when transporting 

election ballots. 2 specific SOP’s states: 
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o “Carrier CSR will track all movements daily and report any irregularities to K&H 

Printers, immediately.” 

o “For all USPS delivery shipments, original USPS Postal Paperwork is attached to the 

corresponding pallet(s)/metal container(s), inside trailer, for each mailing.” 

 Rupert contacted XPO and confirmed none of the shipping pallets had been tampered 

with and all shrink wrap was intact. They then arranged for 981-911092 to be delivered 

to the postal facility. 

 A delivery appointment was made for October 23, 2018 at 3:21 pm MST. 

 981-911092 was delivered on October 23, 2018 and the ballots were given priority 

handling and processed for mailing.  

 An email exchange between Rupert and another XPO employee, Rick Etzler (“Etzler”), 

Service Center Manager, was included in the report. This exchange took place on October 

24, 2018 at 1:02 pm MST. 

o Etzler determined XPO had moved 4 trailers to the postal facility on October 15, 

2018, one of which contained 981-911092. 

o 1 XPO driver had been asked to stay on site and move trailers to and from the 

loading dock. 

o According to the XPO driver, when the trailer for 981-911092 was opened for the 

postal office employee, the employee scanned the bar code associated with the 

shipping of 981-911082. the postal office employee felt no appointment had been 

made for this shipment and delivery of 981-911082 was refused. 

o The trailer was assigned a delivered status once it arrived at the postal facility. 

o 981-911082 was returned to the XPO facility at 4:00 pm MST on October 15, 2018. 

 The report listed 4 additional procedures K&H would be putting into place to reduce the 

risk of an incident like this occurring in the future. 
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REVIEW OF ADAMS COUNTY EMAIL AND DOCUMENTS 
During the interviews of Amos, Bucks, Coburn and Jackson, each of them were asked to forward 

any correspondence they had regarding the delayed/misplaced 2018 election ballots. The 

following is a breakdown of the correspondence provided to me: 

 

 On March 14, 2019, Amos provided me a link to the Adams County Election, 2018 Press 

Releases. 

o 5 separate releases were provided to county voters. 3 of the releases are dated 

October 23, 2018 and 2 are dated October 26, 2018. 

 On March 15, 2019, Coburn provided me with groups of e-mail chains regarding the ballot 

matter. 

o 4 email chains are dated October 23, 2018. 

o 2 are dated October 24, 2018. 

o 1 is dated October 25, 2018. 

o 7 are dated October 26, 2018. 

o 1 is dated October 27, 2018. 

 On March 22, 2019, Amos provided me with additional information. 

o 2 photos of shipment 981-911082 being opened at the US Postal facility. 

o 3-page document titled, “Ballot Batches-Details for election 11/06/2018” (Bates 

46-48). 

o 33-page document titled, “Adams 11/06/2018 planning binder” from K&H. 

o Excel file titled, “precincts on truck stats”. 

 
Upon examining the documents provided by Adams County staff, it appears once Adams County 

determined election ballots had not been mailed on time, County staff reached out to K&H and 
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the US Postal Service to determine the status and potential location of these ballots. Upon 

locating the ballots at the XPO facility, arrangements were made to have the ballots returned to 

the postal facility as quickly as possible for mailing. 

 

The delayed/misplaced ballots in shipment 981-911082 were delivered to the postal facility on 

October 23, 2018. Martin and Amos were present when the trailer containing the ballots was 

opened. As reflected in the photos provided by Amos, the shipping pallets containing the ballots 

were untouched and still shrink wrapped. The ballots were then given priority handling and 

processed for delivery. All delayed/misplaced ballots arrived at their proper destinations 

approximately 2 weeks prior to election day.  

 

Amos was then asked to provide a listing of the zip codes associated with the delayed/misplaced 

ballots. It was determined a total of 37 zip codes and 61,870 of the 245,043 registered voters in 

these zip codes were associated with the delayed/misplaced ballots.   
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CONCLUSION 
This forensic consulting report reflects the procedures performed, documents examined, and 

related observations to date. Based on our examination, we observed the following related to 

the mail-in ballots for the 2018 Adams County general election: 

 

 The mailing of ballots was tracked daily by Adams County staff once they were delivered 

to the US Postal facility. This tracking system allowed Adams County to be proactive when 

the issue arose without further delay.  

 Within 1 business day of determining election ballots had not been processed for mailing, 

Adams County staff began contacting the vendors responsible for the printing and 

shipping of the ballots. 

 K&H had a record of the ballots being delivered on time to the postal facility. Due to 

previous interactions between XPO and the postal department, K&H had no reason to 

believe an issue would arise with delivery and all transport vehicles were marked as 

“delivered”. 

 XPO returned the rejected ballot shipment to its secured storage area in Henderson, 

Colorado.  

 Miscommunication appears to have occurred between the XPO driver, the XPO 

dispatcher and K&H on the rejected delivery and this status was not immediately provided 

to Adams County Staff. 

 No specific reason could be identified as to why the shipment was rejected at the US 

Postal facility.  

 When ballots were inspected on the return trip to the postal facility, no indication of 

tampering could be seen. 

 All misplaced/delayed ballots were provided to the associated voters 2 weeks prior to 

election day deadlines. 
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 Adams County, K&H, and XPO have all implemented new procedures to mitigate the risk 

of delays in mailing ballots in the future. 

 

We have not provided an opinion in this report related to any person or party violating applicable 

laws and regulations. The determination as to whether a person or party has violated applicable 

laws and regulations is not a decision for us; it is decision for a governing body, judge or jury. 

 

We were not engaged to perform a financial audit, which the objective would be to express an 

opinion on the specified elements, accounts, or items. Accordingly, we do not express such an 

opinion. Had we performed additional procedures, other matters might have come to our 

attention that would have been reported to you. 

 

Our analyses and observations are based upon information provided to us as of the date of this 

report. It is possible that if additional information is forthcoming, our analyses and observations 

could be materially different. We reserve the right to amend, modify, and or supplement this 

report if deemed necessary due to new information as our examination may continue in this 

matter. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 
PROPRIETARY 

Root Cause Analysis for Adams County, CO 10.23.2018  
Confidential & Proprietary for K&H Internal Use Only 
 

 On Tuesday, 10.23.2018 7.25AM Pacific, Melissa Alexander (Election Coordinator-K&H) was contacted by 
Aaron Amos of Adams County, CO – Ballot Processing Manager, Election via phone and text. 

 
From: Erin Amos <EAmos@adcogov.org> 
Date: October 23, 2018 at 7:25:57 AM PDT 
To: Melissa Alexander <malexander@khprint.com> 
Subject: can you call me when you get in this morning? 
 
We’re having serious ballot delivery issues and I just have a couple questions for you.  I think it’s a USPS issue, but would like your perspective too.  

  
Erin Amos 
Ballot Processing Manager, Elections 
ADAMS COUNTY, COLORADO 
4430 S Adams County Parkway, Suite E3102  
 

 
  

 Amos indicated there were ballot delivery issues. 
 

 Moorhouse and Alexander immediately contacted Ken Haines (IT Manager) to run a query on the 
undeliverables at approximately 9.30AM on 10.23.2018. It was determined the undeliverables were on one 
truck – Straight Bill of Lading (BOL) # 981-911092. 
 

 At this point Oster called our representative from XPO Mount Vernon, WA center - Richard Raymond. 
Raymond contacted XPO Denver to confirm delivery. 
 

 While waiting on confirmation, Oster pulled the BOL’s and the Consignee Copy (signature proof of receipt) 
from the XPO website. There was no Consignee Copy for BOL 981-911092. This raised concern the truck was 
not delivered to the United States Postal Service (USPS) in Denver. 
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 In total there were four XPO and one Transunion trucks of Extract 50 for Adams County, CO. The XPO trucks 

were the trucks in question. The XPO trucks were shipped on 10.9.2018 (3 trucks) and 10.10.2018 (1 truck) 
to XPO Denver. Below is a list of the four BOL’s and arrival time and dates (Appendix A will show scans of 
BOL’s and Consignee Copy’s): 
 

 981-911092 – Shipped from K&H 10.9.2018 
 Arrived at XPO Denver 10.11.2018 @ 2.58AM ***Note this is the shipment of 

interest.*** 
 

 981-910005 – Shipped from K&H 10.9.2018  
  Arrived at XPO Denver on 10.12.2018 @ 5.21AM 

 
 981-910963 – Shipped from K&H 10.9.2018 

 Arrived at XPO Denver on 10.12.2018 @ 5.21AM 
 

 981-947912 – Shipped from K&H 10.10.2018 – Arrived at XPO Denver 
 Arrived at XPO Denver on 10.13.2018 – 6.03AM 

 
o All four trucks had K&H GPS systems put on the trucks for tracking – confirmed there were not GPS 

in trailers. 
  

o All 4 trucks were scheduled to be delivered to the USPS GMF center on 10.15.2018. USPS Appt# 
123533661. 
 

o On 10.15.2018 – Karen Oster (K&H Freight Manager) was notified, via email, by XPO confirming all 
four trucks were delivered. This is including the BOL 981-911092– Below is a screen shot of the 
notification confirming delivery from XPO of BOL 981-911092 (Appendix B): 
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 Oster received information back from Raymond of XPO, Mount Vernon, WA on 10.23.2018 confirming the 

ballots in question were still in the XPO holding yard. It was communicated by Raymond, the seal was 
broken and the product was cross docked (transferred) in to another XPO trailer. 
 

 Paperwork was provided to Oster by XPO showing USPS refusing the shipment by the USPS Denver, CO GMF 
on 10.15.2018 at 3PM Mountain Time. See screen shot below (Appendix C at the end of this report). 
 

 

 
 At this time K&H does not know why this was refused by USPS. 
 XPO did not communicate to K&H the shipment was refused. 
 XPO is to follow our Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) of communication on election mail 

irregularities. See page 5. 
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SOP for K&H Ballot Loads 

 Empty PUPs will be staged, upon request, at K&H upper or lower lots as directed.  PUPs must be staged 1ft. apart and 13ft (upper 
lot)/15ft (lower lot) from the building.  When picking up shipments, PUP(s) picked up shall be replaced with an empty PUP(s), unless 
otherwise instructed. 

 

 K&H Election Ballots freight is moving ‘Exclusive Use’ into WA, CA, NV, UT, AZ and CO. These full or partial trailers will move 
Sealed from K&H and may not be added to. Seal to be broken by Consignee, unless shipment requires multiple stop or liftgate 
transfer as outlined below. 

 Freight is not to be shipped LTL unless instructed by K&H that cargo is approved to be loaded with other LTL. 
 

 Freight instructed to “HOLD” at the carrier’s terminal, must NOT deliver earlier or later than date, appt. time (Time Date Critical/TDC) 
per BOL. 

 

 Dedicated Trailers will be loaded and sealed with the carrier’s high security numbered bolt seal and a K&H numbered red seal by 
K&H to final destination service centers and/ or service centers that provide coverage to their destination or service area. Under no 
circumstances, with the exception of multiple stop or liftgate transfer, can these seals be broken until arrival at the consignee.  See 
below for liftgate transfer or multiple drops seal chain of custody. 

 

 Shipments requiring liftgate transfer for delivery will have a second K&H numbered red seal attached to the first pallet of the 
shipment.  liftgate delivery trailer must be sealed with provided K&H numbered red seal to ensure integrity. K&H delivery must be 1st 
stop.  Re-seal instructions and seal #’s will be referenced on BOL. 

 

 Trailers with Multiple drops from same Service Center will be required to be re-sealed after each delivery. K&H will provide a second 
K&H numbered red seal attached to the first pallet of the next delivery.  Re-seal instructions and seal #’s will be referenced on BOL. 

 

 Destination Service Center Managers will receive an emailed copy of the BOL from carrier CSR or K&H, which must be reviewed for 
special TDC delivery and handling instructions. Local Outbound (O/B) Operations will also communicate to the destination service 
center manager to include Trailer number, ‘USPS FAST Appointment pre-set date/time, or county consignee TDC requested time, 
and USPS trailer dock/unload order (if applicable).  Local O/B Operations will also follow up with destination service center on 
delivery date morning to ensure on time delivery. 

 

 Seals must be checked and confirmed intact, at each interim terminal, before trailer is dispatched to next leg of transit. 
 

 In the event of a broken seal during interim transit, known delay for on time TDC delivery, or failure to deliver on required date/time 
to USPS or COUNTY locations, Service Center Managers are to communicate to the Origination/Local Service Center Terminal 
Manager AND K&H Printers, Karen Oster, immediately. 

 

 If seals are found to be broken, during interim transit, the following must be initiated and communicated via email immediately: 
A new carrier high security seal must be placed on the trailer 
Load must be confirmed as not unloaded/transferred, or touched 
New seal number must be given to the Origination/Local Service Center Terminal Manager AND K&H Printers, Karen Oster 

 

 Carrier CSR will track all movements daily and report any irregularities to K&H Printers, Karen Oster, immediately.   
 

For all USPS delivery shipments, original USPS Postal Paperwork is attached to the corresponding pallet(s)/metal container(s), inside trailer, for 
each mailing. 
 
  

 Moorhouse contacted Rick Etzler from XPO Denver to confirm the pallets were not tampered and discuss a 
plan in delivery of the trailer to USPS Denver. Moorhouse and Etzler viewed the pallets inside the trailer via 
Facetime. Moorhouse and Etzler confirmed that all pallets were present and there was no tampering to the 
pallets as all shrink wrap was not tampered. 
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 Postage was confirmed and stamped as paid by the Everett United States Postal Service on October 9, 2018: 
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 Moorhouse contacted Kenneth Sutter from USPS to allow induction of the mail in to the USPS GMF Denver 
facility. An appointment was made and delivery was made on 10.23.2018 at 3.21PM Pacific. 
 

 In a subsequent email on 10.25.2018 Etzler from XPO communicates the GPS activity of the trucks with 
commentary. 
 

From: Rick Etzler [mailto:Richard.Etzler@xpo.com]  
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2018 2:31 PM 
To: Brad Moorhouse <bmoorhouse@khprint.com> 
Subject: RE: Denver USPS TDC 
 
Brad- 
Please see the attached GPS details regarding the driver’s initial arrival with the shipment at the Denver USPS 
(diagram 1), return to USPS to retrieve the refusal (diagram 2) his direct return to the XPO service center (diagram 3), 
and his entire trip inclusive of the route without and detours from  
 

1- Initial arrival time 1303. 
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2- Return to retrieve refused shipment- 1538. Departure 1557. 

 
3- Returned to the XPO service center at 1612 
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4- Trip starting at XPO at 1500, entering USPS at 1538, departing USPS at 1557 and returning to the XPO 

service center at 1612. 

 
Rick Etzler 
Less-Than-Truckload 
Service Center Manager- UDV 
XPOLogistics 
9801 Dallas Street 
Henderson, CO 80640 USA 
O: +1 303-288-3444  |  M: +1 562-565-9154 
 
 
From: Rick Etzler  
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2018 1:19 PM 
To: bmoorhouse@khprint.com 
Subject: RE: Denver USPS TDC 
 
Brad- 
I meant to attach the BOL, which includes a phone number with a Los Angeles area code.   
 
Rick Etzler 
Less-Than-Truckload 
Service Center Manager- UDV 
XPOLogistics 
9801 Dallas Street 
Henderson, CO 80640 USA 
O: +1 303-288-3444  |  M: +1 562-565-9154 
 
 
From: Rick Etzler  
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2018 1:02 PM 
To: bmoorhouse@khprint.com 
Subject: Denver USPS TDC 
 
Brad- 
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Per our discussion, on 10/15 XPO moved 14 trailers to the USPS in Denver with three drivers.  Because we are 
required to update a delivery status on our handheld devices, the drivers were instructed to show these shipments as 
‘delivered’ after they dropped the trailer’s at the location.  One driver stayed on site and moved the trailers from their 
lot to the dock at USPS’ request.  USPS instructed the driver to place one trailer at a time against the dock and leave 
his tractor hooked to it.  I interviewed the driver this morning who advised there was ‘freight everywhere and they 
seemed overwhelmed.’  
 
The driver moved trailer 317-5861 from the yard to the dock.  After the driver opened the trailer door, USPS employee 
Jokina Caroala (sp) scanned the bar code and advised the ‘shipment didn’t have an appointment and it would be 
refused.’  The driver immediately advised his dispatcher of the refusal.  The shipment already had a ‘delivered’ status 
applied.  This trailer was returned to the XPO yard at 4:00 PM.  GPS activity and the refusal are attached. 
 
Because of the ‘delivered’ status, we lost electronic visibility of the shipment, but NOT physical visibility.  The trailer 
was inspected regularly during our yard checks.  Our customer service representative called the phone number on the 
BOL on Monday, 10/22 but never heard back from anyone.   
 
On Tuesday, 10/23 after you and I communicated we made arrangements for the shipment to deliver later that 
afternoon. 
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Rick Etzler 
Less-Than-Truckload 
Service Center Manager- UDV 
XPOLogistics 
9801 Dallas Street 
Henderson, CO 80640 USA 
O: +1 303-288-3444  |  M: +1 562-565-9154 
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Preventative Measures 

The K&H team determined the failure in shipment and the communication were: 

1. XPO documenting electronically the shipment had been made. 
2. XPO did not notify K&H the shipment had come back to the XPO Denver yard after refusal of shipment. 
3. K&H took the electronic confirmation as evidence the shipment was successful. 

K&H has changed their tracking and internal notifications of shipments to include: 

1. Verification of deliveries will be confirmed using Proof of Delivery/Consignee Copies for all ballot shipments. 
a. The signed Proof of Delivery will be available within 2-3 hours of the actual shipment being made. 

2. Ballot shipment tracking will now be displayed and communicated using a dashboard. The dashboard will be 
maintained by the Freight Coordinator. The dashboard will be available to management, Elections 
Coordinators and Project Managers (see Freight Shipment GPS Device and Tracking Policy p. 12).  

3. Postal Administrator will confirm shipments going in to the USPS have been inducted by following up on the 
USPS website. 

4. Prior to each election season – K&H will have a conference call with each freight carrier to review our 
Standard Operating Procedure for Ballot Loads. 
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Freight Shipment GPS Device & Tracking Policy 

Shipping will be responsible for: 

 Placing a Global Positioning System (GPS) device on every freight shipment for 
Municipal Government, or Private Elections (IVS).  (Refer to SOP:  Logistics_SOP-GPS 
Tracking Device) 

This includes:  

 Any ballot or ballot cards to include all Ballot Categories, such as, but not 
limited to, the following: 

o Ballots mailing directly to voter 
o Polls 
o Counters 
o Dupes 
o Precinct Coordinators 
o Tests 
o Provisional 
o ACP 
o Demo 
o Printed or Blank Base 

 Any other type of secure shipment as designated by an Election Coordinator 
(EC), Project Manager (PM) or Manager, requiring a GPS device.  

o Examples: coupons, gift cards, checks, secure documents, etc. 

Freight Shipment Methods: 

 Dedicated/Exclusive Use  
 Less than Truckload (LTL/Blackwrap) 
 MC Delivery or K&H Truck Services 
 Expedited Air or Ground 
 Single package/parcel service, such as United Parcel Service, Federal Express or 

DHL will NOT require a GPS, but will have the standard tracking number(s). 

 

The Freight Coordinator (FC) will be responsible for: 

 Insuring a GPS device has been placed on each truck if dedicated/exclusive 
use.  
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o If less than truckload (LTL) a GPS device will be placed on each pallet. 
 Tracking freight shipments on a daily basis.  (Refer to SOP: SHIPPING_Freight 

Admin_SOP_Election Freight Shipment Tracking) 
o Monitoring shipments due on the deadline every two hours.   

 Reporting any package/parcel delays/exception notifications to EC and PM. 
 Any shipments suspected to be delayed, will require a telephone call to the 

freight company to confirm if the shipment is in danger of being late.  
 Concerns regarding delays, will be expressed by the FC in the form of an email 

to: 
o VP Operations 
o Senior Operations Manager  
o Production Manager 
o Election Coordinator or Project Manager 
o Elections Coordinator Department Head or Project Manager 

Department Head. 
 Updating Freight Tracking Dashboard - LIVE time 

o Election Coordinator, and Project Manager will be given access to the 
Freight Tracking Dashboard 

 Obtaining and verifying shipment has a delivery receipt/proof of delivery 
(POD), as final confirmation shipment has delivered 

 Production Oversight Status Reporting 
o Election Non-Peak Production reporting will be done via email to 

Production Manager with an “on-track” or “off-track” status 
 Any “off-track” status reports will require an advanced email 

notification per below. 
o Election Peak Production reporting will be done during the 2PM (M-F) 

Oversight Meeting held in the IVS Conference Room.   
 The Freight Tracking Dashboard will be viewed and the FC will 

update Oversight with an “on-track” or “off-track” status. 
 Any “off-track” status reports will require an advanced email 

notification per below. 
 

Freight Tracking Dashboard Procedure: 

The Freight Tracking Dashboard will be maintained by FC at this link:  

Freight Tracking Dashboard_LIVE 
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1. Today - The current date will always populate in to this cell 
2. E or C – E=Election, C=Commercial Shipment 
3. Ship Date - Date shipment departed 
4. County or Customer – Name (abbreviated County name) 
5. Job Number 
6. Carrier – Name of freight carrier 
7. XPO SIC Code - XPO’s delivery terminal code, if applicable 
8. Freight Type – EU=Exclusive Use/Dedicated, LTL-Less than Truckload, EX=Expedited 
9. Final Destination (Consignee) - USPS-Name or County-City, State or Consignee Name-City, State 
10. Scheduled Delivery Date – Date shipment is due to deliver to the consignee.  

a. Cell will turn yellow if the shipment is due on that day  
b. Cell will turn red if the shipment is past the date and still has not delivered  

11. Scheduled Del/Appt. Time – Time/Appointment Time the shipment was specified to deliver to the 
consignee. 

12. Estimated Delivery Arrival Time – Day of delivery, the carrier confirmed ETA that the FC will enter. 
13. Track Status – If FC types in “On Track”, the cell will turn green.  If FC types is “Off Track”, the cell will turn 

red.  Yellow indicates shipment has delivered.  Color coding will assist in the freight status communication 
for the EC or PM and at the Oversight Meeting, by being able to quickly identify at risk and on time 
shipments. 

14. Confirmed Delivered Date – Date shipment has been confirmed delivered to the consignee, by the FC. 
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-End 
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Truck Scans from XPO-Email Notification for BOL 981911092 

Notification 1 
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Notification 2 
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Notification 3 
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Notification 4 
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Notification 5 
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Notification 6 
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Notification 7 
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Notification 8 
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11/06/2018 5 2 2 170 UOCAVA Email 11062018

11/05/2018 5 4 1 069 UOCAVA Email 11052018

11/02/2018 3 0 3 068 UOCAVA Email 11022018

11/01/2018 2 0 2 067 UOCAVA Email 11012018

11/01/2018 12 6 6 066 UOCAVA Email 11012018

10/30/2018 198 59 96 4365 Final Supplemental Pull 10302018

10/30/2018 12 2 8 264 ID Required 10302019

10/29/2018 817 245 363 20963 Supplemental Pull 10292018

10/29/2018 17 9 5 362 ID Required 10292018

10/29/2018 1 1 0 061 HCF 10292018

10/29/2018 3 2 1 060 UOCAVA Mail 10292018

10/29/2018 9 2 6 159 UOCAVA Email 10292018

10/26/2018 741 293 361 8758 Supplemental Pull 10262018

10/26/2018 28 17 6 557 ID Required 10262018

10/26/2018 1 0 1 056 HCF 10262018

10/26/2018 1 0 1 055 UOCAVA Mail 10262018

10/26/2018 3 1 2 054 UOCAVA Email 10262018

10/25/2018 366 90 225 5153 Supplememtal Pull 10252018

10/25/2018 10 0 8 252 ID Required 10252018

10/25/2018 1 0 0 151 HCF 10252018

10/25/2018 3 0 3 050 UOCAVA Email 10252018

10/24/2018 485 169 250 6649 Supplemental 10242018

10/24/2018 11 6 5 048 ID Required 10242018

10/24/2018 1 0 1 047 UOCAVA Mail 10242018

10/24/2018 5 1 4 046 UOCAVA Email 10242018

Batch Date Batch # Batch Description Total Ballots Active Ballots Received Ballots Voided Ballots

 Election : 11/6/2018-2018 Adams County General Election

Ballot Batches-Details Date : 3/22/2019, 8:56:00 AMCounty: Adams
User Name : Erin Amos

Statewide Colorado Registration and Election Page : 1
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10/23/2018 720 164 484 7245 Supplemental Pull 10232018

10/23/2018 6 2 4 044 ID Required 10232018

10/23/2018 1 1 0 043 UOCAVA Email 10232018

10/22/2018 873 176 603 9442 Supplemental Pull 10222018

10/22/2018 31 8 20 341 ID Required 10222018

10/22/2018 2 2 0 040 HCF 10222018

10/22/2018 7 2 3 239 UOCAVA Mail 10222018

10/22/2018 4 0 4 038 UOCAVA Email 10222018

10/18/2018 628 199 291 13837 Supplemental File 10182018

10/18/2018 59 36 20 336 ID Required 10182018

10/18/2018 2 1 1 035 UOCAVA Email 10182018

10/16/2018 6217 1714 3908 59534 Supplemental 10162018

10/16/2018 174 81 70 2333 ID Required 10162018

10/16/2018 1 0 1 032 UOCAVA Mail 10162018

10/16/2018 2 2 0 031 UOCAVA Email 10162018

10/16/2018 6 2 4 030 UOCAVA Mail 10162018

10/16/2018 16 1 12 329 UOCAVA Email 10162018

10/12/2018 2 0 2 028 UOCAVA Email 10122018

10/12/2018 8 0 7 127 HCF Supplemental Pull 1012218

10/11/2018 8 4 4 026 UOCAVA Mail 10112018

10/11/2018 27 6 20 125 UOCAVA Email 10112018

10/10/2018 3 1 1 124 UOCAVA Mail 10102018

10/10/2018 4 1 2 123 UOCAVA Email 10102018

10/05/2018 5 1 4 022 UOCAVA Mail 10/05/2018

10/05/2018 5 3 2 021 UOCAVA Email 10052018

Batch Date Batch # Batch Description Total Ballots Active Ballots Received Ballots Voided Ballots

 Election : 11/6/2018-2018 Adams County General Election

Ballot Batches-Details Date : 3/22/2019, 8:56:00 AMCounty: Adams
User Name : Erin Amos

Statewide Colorado Registration and Election Page : 2
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10/05/2018 6 2 4 020 UOCAVA Email 10052018

10/02/2018 6 1 5 019 UOCAVA Mail 10022018

10/02/2018 9 1 7 118 UOCAVA Email 10022018

09/28/2018 44342 11754 29668 292017 Initial Ballot Pull 09282018

09/28/2018 46903 11389 32418 309616 Initial Ballot Pull 09282018

09/28/2018 97683 26218 64482 698315 Initial Ballot Pull 09282018

09/28/2018 52412 15881 32819 371214 Initial Ballot Pull 09282018

09/28/2018 742 500 127 11513 ID Required Initial Pull 09282018

09/28/2018 403 106 265 3212 HCF Initial Pull 09282018

09/28/2018 2 0 1 111 UOCAVA Mailing 09282018

09/28/2018 2 0 1 110 UOCAVA Email/Online 09282018

09/27/2018 6 1 4 19 UOCAVA Mail 09272018

09/27/2018 2 0 2 08 UOCAVA Email 09272018

09/25/2018 15 1 14 07 UOCAVA Mail 09252018

09/25/2018 10 2 7 16 UOCAVA Email 09252018

09/21/2018 10 3 5 25 UOCAVA Mail Supplemental 09212018

09/21/2018 18 3 9 64 UOCAVA Email Supplemental

09/17/2018 210 91 84 353 UOCAVA Mail 09172018

09/17/2018 731 381 262 882 UOCAVA Email 09172018

09/17/2018 1 0 1 01 UOCAVA Fax 09172018

255064 69650 167012 18402Grand Totals

Batch Date Batch # Batch Description Total Ballots Active Ballots Received Ballots Voided Ballots

 Election : 11/6/2018-2018 Adams County General Election

Ballot Batches-Details Date : 3/22/2019, 8:56:00 AMCounty: Adams
User Name : Erin Amos

Statewide Colorado Registration and Election Page : 3
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